
Acceptable Use Policy, AUPAcceptable Use Policy, AUP

Prohibited Applications and ActivitiesProhibited Applications and Activities

Our Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) details the terms of using our Services. Users must comply with the AUP and only use our services for lawful activities. Violating this
policy includes, but isn't limited to:

Child Sexual Abuse Material (CSAM)Child Sexual Abuse Material (CSAM) Leads to account closure and reporting to authorities.

Deceptive or harmful activities, such as spamming or phishingDeceptive or harmful activities, such as spamming or phishing  Leads to account suspension

Interference with our services or network infrastructureInterference with our services or network infrastructure Results in account termination

Hosting of Malware, Phishing websitesHosting of Malware, Phishing websites Leads to account suspension

**Zero tolerance for DDoS or other network attacks, including port scans. **Leads to account suspension

TOR usageTOR usage: Only TOR Entry, Middle / Bridges are allowed. TOR Exit nodes and I2P outproxiesTOR Exit nodes and I2P outproxies  are prohibited.

Trojan Horses, botnet executables, dropzones, and Botnet C&C serversTrojan Horses, botnet executables, dropzones, and Botnet C&C servers Account suspension.

Cryptocurrency mining activitiesCryptocurrency mining activities Lead to account suspension (and make no longer sense on Intel platforms)

Unsolicited emails (SPAM)Unsolicited emails (SPAM) Violation leads to suspension. Repeated violation leads to account closure.

Hosting "Fake Shops"Hosting "Fake Shops" (e.g., Nike, Adidas, Moncler) Results in account suspension.

Content illegal in Austria, or your hosting locationContent illegal in Austria, or your hosting location Results in suspension.

IPv6 proxies flooding our router’s IPv6 Neighbor Discovery CacheIPv6 proxies flooding our router’s IPv6 Neighbor Discovery Cache Might result in account suspension.

Prohibited Content and ActivitiesProhibited Content and Activities

Users must not engage in or use our services for activities that compromise the dignity, rights, and safety of others. Specifically, the following are strictly prohibited:

Intellectual Property ViolationsIntellectual Property Violations: Distributing, hosting, or endorsing content that breaches or infringes upon the intellectual property rights of others, including
copyrights, trademarks, and patents.

Defamatory InformationDefamatory Information: Publishing or disseminating information that unjustly harms the reputation of an individual or organization.

Violation of PrivacyViolation of Privacy: Unauthorized sharing or publishing of private information, images, videos or any content that violates the privacy rights of any individual.

Self-Harm Promotion:Self-Harm Promotion:  Hosting or promoting websites, content, or platforms that encourage, guide, or support self-harm or suicide practices.

Content Promoting ExtremismContent Promoting Extremism: Distributing, hosting, or endorsing materials that advocate for radical ideologies, hate speech, or any form of discrimination.

Engaging in any of the above activities will result in immediate account termination. We urge our users to act responsibly and in accordance with these guidelines.

Ensure your activities align with our AUP to ensure smooth operations.
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